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In this paper we give an integrated presentation of the theory of
structural VAR and MARMA (multivariate autoregressive-moving
average) models.
We determine the conditions under which such models are iden-
tified, and give the limiting distribution of the resulting estimators.
In addition, we impose the requisite restrictions by means of La-
grange multipliers, and provide easily implementable tests for the
overidentifying restrictions.
Moreover, it is argued that a just identified structural VAR
model does not convey any information on the economic structure
of the VAR.
Finally, this development is extended to structural MARMA
models.
1 Introduction
Structural VAR (SVAR) models have found extensive application in recent
empirical literature, but an integrating exposition of their limiting theory,
their potential, and limitations is not available.
The VAR or MARMA models developed in the statistical literature
have been extensively applied in empirical macro studies. It is fair to say,
however, that VAR and/or MARMA models are devoid of any information
regarding the contemporaneous interaction of the economic variables ex-
amined. In point of fact, they shed very little light on the workings of the
economic systems to which they are applied, even though they may offer
an excellent representation of how the past shapes the present and future
evolution of the system, ceteris paribus.
In order to illuminate aspects of the economic structure examined, it
is necessary to return to the methods of simultaneous equations, in the
form of the structural VAR model (SVAR), or its generalization, the
structural MARMA (SMARMA) model. SVAR is simply a set of
equations of the form
Jt-i.ILi + et., (1)
1=1
where Xt. is a q -element (row) stochastic sequence, and tt. is a multivari-
ate white noise (MWN) process with mean zero and covariance matrix E .
It is typically assumed that the latter is also Gaussian, in which case it is
an i.i.d. sequence.
The (polynomial) lag operator II(L) = 11/ -f Z)?=i I^L*, where / is
the identity operator, is assumed to have all roots outside the unit
circle, so that Xt. is a strictly stationary process.
We note that Eq. (1) represents a simultaneous equations model
with no exogenous variables. A model of this variety was examined
by Mann and Wald (1943), who gave conditions for identification of its
parameters, and produced the ML estimator of such parameters, as well as
its limiting distribution. In the prevailing intellectual climate of the time,
identification was attained by putting "prior" restrictions on the elements
of the matrices II, 11;, i — 1, 2 , . . . , n . In its contemporary resurrection,
as represented, for example, in Bernanke (1986), Blanchard (1989), Gali
and Clarida (1994), Christiano and Eichenbaum (1997?) to mention but a
few, the structural VAR model above is estimated under the following set
of conditions:
i. {et. : t € A/*} is a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors, each distributed
as N(Q,Iq);
ii. in order to produce identification, there are prior restrictions on the
matrix II , but not on the II,, i = 1,2,..., n .
In many applications in macroeconometrics, it is argued that the er-
ror process is a moving average; it is thus surprising that in the applied
literature there are no instances of SMARM A models. Perhaps potential
investigators are put off by the problem of obtaining and inverting the
covariance matrix of a (stationary) moving average process.
In what follows, we shall first develop a comprehensive theory of the
estimation and limiting distribution of SVAR models and then extend it
to the case of SMARMA. It will be seen that an inversion of, or even the
computation of, the covariance matrix of a moving average process is not
required.
2 Formulation of the Estimation Problem
To render the SVAR model in the usual General Linear Model (GLM) or
Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUR) mode, put
yt. = Xt., xt. = (Xt-i..,Xt-2.,..",Xt-n.), Y = (yt.), X = (xt.),
n, = (n;,n;,...X)\ (2)
and write the T observations in the form YII = XII* + U*, where U* =
(et.). The LF is given by1
L(U, n , ) = - y ln (2T) + | ln | IHl ' | - ^ti(YU - XUm)(YIL - J
It is actually more convenient to reparametrize the representation above
by writing
— A l l * — yi — A 11** 111, 11** — 11*11 ,
1
 This form of the LF is obtained by first writing the LF of the observations on et. ,
and then treating the equation yt.H — xt-H* = £t- as a transformation from ^
to yt. . The term |ln|IIII | represents the logarithm of the Jacobian of this
transformation.
thus expressing the LF as
L(U, n«) = - ^
Lj Lj Lj
(3)
which is to be maximized subject to the prior restrictions
jRvec(II) = r, R = diagonal(i?i, R2,...,Rq), R{ is k{ x <j, k{ < q, (4)
of rank k{. Partially maximizing with respect to II**, we find
ru = {x'xylx'Y, \ti{Y - xn«)nn'(y - xfimm)' = ^ '
u = [iT-x(x'x)-lx'}Y, n = ^u'u.
We further note that by Proposition 90 in Dhrymes (1984), p. 106,
trll'OII = vec(n)'(/9 ® ft)vec(II).
The concentrated LF is now to be maximized subject to the constraint in
Eq. (4).
An alternative way of proceeding is to reparametrize the problem, write
the Lagrangian ab initio as
^ ) \ (5)
and obtain the first order conditions
a = vec(n**), 0 = vec(II), ut. = e*.!!"1, U = (ut.),
dsT i ' '
d\ (6)
If we consider the Hessian of this Lagrangian, with
„ _
TT x IT ± TT
±10') — • i l "yi — « ii'i'i ^
opop oXop
we note that
#13 = 0, H12 = - i ( n ' (8) /,)[(/, (g) t/'X) + 4,,)(/ , ® U'X)],i
where I(q,q) is a permutation matrix whose meaaning and properties are
to be explained at length in the discussion to follow. Since it is evident
that H\2 —> 0, the limiting distribution of II** is independent of that
of the estimator 0 = (p,X')'. Moreover, the limiting distribution of a is
the standard OLS distribution, which is already well known. Thus we shall
proceed as if II** is known, and formulate the Lagrangian as
SWII, A) = --ln(27r) + -ln|IIIl' | - — t r l l l l W + X'(r - R(3). (7)I I 21
This is a special case of a nonlinear estimation problem, under constraint,
treated extensively in Chapter 5 of Dhrymes (1994b). The (relevant) first
order derivatives were given in Eq. (6), but are repeated here for clarity.
dSr 1
(8)
From Proposition 106 in Dhrymes (1984), pp. 124-125, we find
L = vec[ (nn)-],
(^9,9) = Ug®e. i , / g (8>e .2 , . . . , / , ®e. , ) ' , (9)
where e.j is a q -element (column) vector of zeros, except for the ith ele-
ment, which is unity.
The representation of the second derivative above relies on the following
properties of the permutation matrix,2 I^q^ , relevant to our discussion:
This discussion will also explain the ressults in Eq. (7).
i. The matrix /(g?g) is symmetric and l[q^I(q,q) = Iqi ;
ii. for any q x q matrices A,B,F, vec(F') = /(g)9)vec(F), and
iii. (A ® B) = Iiqiq)(B ® A)/(g,g), or l'^q)(A <8> J3 )J ( ' M ) = (£ ® A).
For a proof, see Lemmata 9 and 10 in Dhrymes (1994b), pp. 215-217, or
Henderson and Searle (1981).
Given the above, and noting that I, xvec(II ~1II~1) = vec(II ~1II~1),
because of the symmetry of II ~1II~1, we find
f/f dSj = r-R{3. (10)
Evidently, this is a nonlinear system whose solution may be found only
by iteration. To this end, we employ the Newton-Raphson method, which
requires us to obtain the Hessian of the objective function. This method
relies on a Taylor series expansion about an initial point, say 0 , and ignores
third order terms which may be shown to converge to zero, at least in
probability. More precisely, we have
- (f (£* ) •
If we interpret 9 as the estimator of 0 at the (s — l)st iteration, 0 as the
estimator at the sth iteration, respectively 0(s_i), #(5), and note that the
Hessian is
3089 I R
the iteration algorithm becomes
A
R>
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')-1Bu = V11-V11R'(RV11R') RV11, VH^AU + R'R,
B12 = V\\R (RVnR )~ , B2i = B12,
B22 = I - (RVnR')-\ 0 = ^U'U, (12)
where the terms Bij in the right member of the equations for /?(s) and
A(s) are evaluated at #(s-i).
The converging iterate, say 0 = (/? , A ) is the ML estimator of 0.
3 Model Identification
Identification in a Gaussian nonlinear maximum likelihood context is usu-
ally defined in terms of the invertibility of the Hessian evaluated at the
true parameter point. When this is so, an estimator exists and, if certain
regularity conditions are satisfied, its limiting distribution may be estab-
lished. Beginning from this vantage point we may proceed to determine
the conditions under which the nonsingularity of the Hessian is ensured.
The existence of the inverse in the iteration algorithm above requires
the nonsingularity of the limit (parameter version) of the matrix A in Eq.
(11) which, from Proposition A.I in Dhrymes (1984), pp. 142-145, requires
the further conditions that V j 1 = A\\-\- R R and R V\\R be of full rank.
To discuss these issues we require a number of ancillary results. We have
Lemma 1. The matrix ( n - 1 ®Tl~l)I, \ is symmetric.
Proof: We note that
[(ir1 ® n'-1)/;,,,)]' = {/(,,,)[/;M)(n-1 ® n'-1)/,',,,,]}' = (ii-1 ® n'-1)/,',,,),
q.e.d.
Since by assumption 0 = (n~1n~1) > 0, it is evident that A\\ is sym-
metric and at least positive semidefinite. However, it cannot be positive
definite; if An were nonsingular, it would mean that we could iden-
tify the parameters of n , uniquely, without imposing any restrictions.
From Eq. (1) we see that this cannot possibly be true, since postmul-
tiplying that equation by an orthogonal matrix yields a model that
satisfies all conditions placed upon the original model in Eq. (1), and is
thus observationally equivalent to that model. This is an aspect of
the identification problem in structural VAR and MARMA models. We
shall show that An is, in effect, singular, so that the restrictions we have
imposed, or at least some of them, are strictly required for identification.
To illuminate this aspect we need first
Lemma 2. Let A, B be two positive semidefinite matrices of dimension
n , such that the rank of A + B obeys r(A + B) = n and suppose r(B) =
m < n . Then, r(A) > n — m .
Proof: If m = n, there is nothing to prove; thus, suppose m < n. We
note that the (column) null space of A and B have only the zero vector
in common. In particular, if x ^ 0 and is in both (column) null spaces we
should have Ax = 0 and Bx = 0, which implies (A + B)x — 0, which
is a contradiction.
Next, let y ^ 0 be in the null space of A; by the previous discussion,
y is not in the null space of B. Since y G Rn and the (column) null
space of B is the orthogonal complement of the column space of B, see
Graybill (1969), p. 88, it follows that the null space of A is contained in
the column space of B. Therefore the dimension of the null space of A
is equal to or less than m. By Proposition 5 in Dhrymes (1984), p. 15,
r(A) = n — v{A), where u(A) is the dimension of its column null space,
otherwise termed its nullity. Consequently, r(A) > n — m.
q.e.d.
Remark 1. Since identification, and the existence of estimators, requires
the inversion of An + R R, and from Eq. (4) r(R R) = k, where k =
YA=\ ri 5 Lemma 2 implies that An must possess minimal rank, i.e. we
must have r(An) > q2 — k .
Lemma 3. The matrix An is singular, and r(Au) — q(q + l) /2 .
Proof: To establish the singularity of An , we may rewrite it as
n-1)}
){iq ® ir1) + (/, ® n-1)]
+ /,*)(/, ® n-1). (13)
Since Iq <g> II"1 is nonsingular, ^(yln) = .r(7*), where 7* = 7g2 + Iq,q •
Thus, equivalently, we may operate with 7* . To determine the singularity
and rank of 7*, we need to show that there exists at least one nonnull
vector x = (x^, x,2, - • •, x.q) , such that I*x = 0, where each x.i is a
q -element column vector whose elements will be denoted by Xji, j =
1,2,... ,q. Since
7,2 = Iq <g> Iq = (e.! ® 7g, e.2 ® 7 g , . . . , e.q ® 7,)',
it is easily seen that the solution of the equation 7*2 = 0 satisfies the
following conditions:
i. xa = 0, for i = 1,2,..., #, and
ii. Xji = —Xij , for i ^ j .
Thus 7* is singular. To determine its rank, we need to determine the
number of linearly independent solutions. To examine this issue note
that by conditions i and ii above, if we write the vector x as a matrix,
say M, whose ith column is x.i, fixing the elements of the first column
implies fixing the elements of the first row, so that such a matrix is skew
symmetric, i.e. M — —M. It is then simple to count the number of
linearly independent solutions: take one of the elements of M below the
main diagonal and set it to 1; set the corresponding element above
the main diagonal to — 1, and set all other elements equal to zero.
Let this matrix be denoted by M(s). The solution vector is thus x^ —
vec(M(5)). Since there are q(q — l)/2 choices for s , and all such vectors are
linearly independent, it follows that the collection {#(s) : s = 1,2,..., q(q —
l)/2} is a basis for the column null space of 7* . Consequently,
r(Au) = r(J.) = «2 - ^ - ^ = XZj^-. (14)
q.e.d.
In the preceding discussion we have established an analog to the identifi-
cation results in the standard GLSEM context, which we express in
Proposition 1. Consider the SVAR of Eq. (1) and the restrictions of Eq.
(4). In the context of the discussion above, the following statements are
true:
i. The SVAR is identified if and only if r(Au + R'R) = q2 .
ii. If the rank of R is k < q2 , then the rank of An must obey r(Au) >
q2-k.
iii. Since by Lemma 3, r(Au) = q(q -f l)/2 , the number of restrictions,
k, obeys k > q(q — l)/2 .
Remark 2. By analogy with the standard identification results in si-
multaneous equations theory, we may term the condition in ii the rank
condition, and the condition in iii the order condition.
We see that estimation of the SVAR is impossible without imposing
restrictions on the structural coefficient (or feedback) matrix, II . The
minimum number of restrictions required is q(q — l ) /2 .
i. If k < q(q - l) /2 the SVAR is not identified.
ii. If k = q(q - l)/2 the SVAR is just identified.
iii. If k > q(q — l)/2 the SVAR is overidentified.
When conditions ii and iii are satisfied we say that the model is identified.
The first two cases are not interesting since they do not advance us
beyond the "reduced form" or standard VAR, which conveys no information
on economic interactions. The third case represents a formulation for an
economic system which is refutable by empirical evidence. This may be
done by testing the validity of the overidentifying restrictions. The
requisite tools for this will be developed below.
4 Limiting Distribution
To determine the limiting distribution we use the mean value theorem to
obtain
where 0° is the true parameter vector and \0* — 9°\ < \0 — 6°\. Since
the ML estimator is consistent, this condition implies that the Hessian
above converges to the Hessian evaluated at the true parameter point. We
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also note that, under the null that the restrictions are valid, the "true"
Lagrange multiplier is zero so that
where B\\ and #21 are as given in Eq. (13), and are defined in terms of
the limit of A\\, i.e. in terms of
An = (W1 ® n'-1)7 ( '9g) + (Iq ® ft). (15)
We further note that 3
\
The sequence {(*. : t £ Af} is i.i.d. with mean zero and covariance matrix4
Cov(O-) = fl(8>ft + (fi(8)a;.i,ft<8>a;.2,...,fi®a;.g)' = [/,2 + /(,,)](ft®ft) = $.
(17)
Consequently,
^ ( ^ ) 4 ' / , ) ] , (is)
and thus we conclude
«•) ^ yv(0,«), * = f * n J 1 2 ] , (19)
L*2i H22J22
- vec(n0)] ^ N(0,
We now simplify the expressions involved in the matrix ^ . It is evident,
by direct verification, that
(ft ® w.i, ft <g> w. a , . . . , ft <8> w.,/ = 7(
3
 The result below follows from Eq. (10), since
(fl' 0 /^[vecCn'-^-1) - vec{U'U).
4
 For a similar derivation, see Dhrymes (1994b), pp. 270-271.
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a fact we have used above; moreover, we have that <J> = [7g2
and as noted above /(9)9)(A ® B)I(qtq) = (B ® A). Consequently,
/,) = (/, <g> ft) + (n1 ® /,)/(,,,)(fi ® ft)(n
(if ® /,)[/(M)(ft ® ft)7(g>q)][7('M)(n ® / , ) 4
= (/, <8) ft) + ( i r 1 ® n'-1)/^,,) = A
U
Thus,
ttn = B11AnB'n, *22 = B2iAnB'21, tf13 = B11A11B'21, (20)
$12 = 0, since VUR' = 0, and A i i ^ j = ^'[(iJVii/?')"1 - / , a ] .
We have therefore proved
Proposition 2. Consider the model in Eq. (1) together with:
i. the sequence {et. : t 6 AT} is one of i.i.d. N(0,Iq) random vectors;
ii. there are no prior restrictions on the coefficient matrices II;, i =
1,2,... , #, but the elements of the matrix II obey the prior restric-
tions R/3 = r , where f3 = vec(II), R = diag(7?i, R2,..., Rq), and
Ri is k{ ® q , of rank k{ < q , i = 1,2,..., q ;
iii. the model is identified, i.e. k > q(q — l ) / 2 , where k = Y%=i &* •
Then the following statements are true:
1. The ML estimator of the parameters of the model is found from Eq.
(4) and the iteration algorithm of Eq. (10); it is simply the converging
iterate. The iteration may commence with ft such that lift = ft"1 .
2. The limiting distribution of the feedback parameters and the La-
grange multipliers, under the null R(3 = r, is given by
where the \Ptj, i,j = 1,2, are as in Eq. (20).
3. The Lagrange multiplier estimators (A) are asymptotically inde-
pendent of the feedback parameter estimators ($).
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Remark 3. In several empirical applications the identification issue is
neglected, and the authors operate with the entity Cl, or more precisely
A"1, which they proceed to decompose as ft"1 = nil . The problem with
this approach is that the matrix of the decomposition is not unique. If
Q is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix, II* = IIQ also decomposes the
matrix in question, i.e. Ct~1 = 11*11* . Thus the estimator n , as above,
conveys no information on the economics of the problem over and
above that contained in the reduced form estimators, which is very little.
In fact, the same reduced form evidence may be consistent with many di-
ametrically opposed economic interpretations of the system, depending on
which orthogonal matrix we pair with some basic solution, say II. In or-
der to overcome this identification problem, some empirical papers impose
the minimal number of conditions for uniqueness of the decomposition. To
attain this we need to have a sufficient number of restrictions on the ele-
ments of the true parameter matrix II0 , such that if I I ^ is an admissible
matrix5 and if II^ 1) = U°Q then Q = Iq. From Proposition 1, we have
that the minimal number of restrictions required is q(q — l)/2 .6 When
only the minimal number of restrictions is imposed we have the case of just
identification. Again from the theory of simultaneous equations, see in
particular Dhrymes (1994b), pp. 249-256, and the appendix to Dhrymes
(1994a), we note that a just identified structure is simply a reparametriza-
tion of the reduced form and as such conveys no more information than the
reduced form. In the specific case we deal with, under just identification,
the estimated feedback matrix II contains no more information than does
the estimator of the reduced form (standard VAR) covariance matrix Cl.
In point of fact, there are many ways in which the minimal (q(q — l)/2)
restrictions may be chosen; each may well lead to a very distinctive inter-
pretation of the nature of the economic phenomenon modeled, and each
may claim empirical validity with the same cogency; the empirical
authority for all is A"1 .
To summarize: structural VAR's (SVAR) obtained by the "just identi-
fication decomposition" of the estimated reduced form covariance matrix
are useless in providing information regarding the economic structure un-
5
 In the terminology of simultaneous equations theory an admissible structure, or in
this case matrix, is one that obeys all known a priori restrictions.
6
 Notice that this is in addition to the restrictions imposed by the requirement that
et. ~ N(Q, Iq) , instead of N(Q, E), E > 0. An equivalent procedure would be to take
E to be a diagonal matrix, in which case we may impose the requirement that the
diagonal elements of II are all unities. Nothing of substance will change if this
convention is imposed.
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derlying the phenomenon being modeled by the SVAR. In order that one
obtain such information one must in effect employ simultaneous equations
methods, i.e. the quantity k of Proposition 1 should obey k > q(q — l ) /2 .
The validity of the k — q(q —1)/2 overidentifying restrictions may be tested
through the Lagrange multiplier test given in Dhrymes (1994b), pp. 122-
140, or Dhrymes (1994a). If their validity is accepted, the economic impli-
cations of the structural VAR will have a cogency beyond that conferred
by the reduced form covariance matrix, Ct.
If, on the other hand, it is rejected the investigator will have to con-
clude that the empirical evidence provides little, if any, information about
the structure of the phenomenon being studied, at least as fomrulated in
the estimated structural VAR model.
5 Extension to SMARMA Models
In this section we consider what in the statistical literature is termed the
"causal" ARMA(m,n) model7
m n
xt.n*(L) = et.A*{L), n*(L) = iu - £ n ; ^ , A\L) = iq + £A* { L\
such that |Il*(^r)J = 0 and |A*(^)| = 0 both have roots outside the
unit circle. It is assumed that the matrices II* and A* , j = 1,2,.. . , m ,
i = 1,2, . . . , n , are unrestricted, while the et. are assumed to be i.i.d.
Gaussian vectors with mean zero and, in the spirit of SVAR, covariance
matrix Iq.
In this context, given the stochastic basis {Qt : Qt = cr(ts., s < t)} ,
we may allow the e-sequence to be a martingale difference (MD) process,
with E(et.\Qt-i) = 0 and Cov(ei.|^<_1) = Iq - or more generally an MD
process obeying supf E\et.\2+6 < oo , 8 > 0 .
In dealing with estimation issues raised by the structural MARMA
model above we are seeking, in part, to estimate parameters, the matrices
A*, which correspond to variables that are not observable. This com-
plicates matters considerably and leads to an elaborate framework, and a
highly nonlinear estimation problem.
In the discussion to follow we shall assume, as we did implicitly when
discussing SVAR, that the first observation corresponding to t = 1 is really
7
 In the equation below / is the identity operator, such that IXt. = Xt. ; the
identity matrix is denoted by In , where n is its dimension.
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the (p -f l)st observation in the sample, so that Xs., s = 1 , . . . , m , are
available as initial conditions, where p = max(m, n) .
The assumption under which we operate is: the entities Xs., s =
1,2,... , m , are fixed numbers, and es. = 0 , for s < p.
To take advantage of the preceding we introduce the more convenient
notation
yt.U = Xt.C\ + zt.C2 + et., t = 1,2,..., T, or more compactly,
YU = Xd + ZC2 + */, (21)
where yt. = Xt., Cx = ( I ^ n f , . . . , ^ ) ' , C2 = (Af, A*',..., A^)' and
xt. = {Xt-i.,Xt-2., •. • ,Xt-m.), 2:t. = (et_i.,c t_2.,...,c t_n.). Eq. (21) ex-
hibits the model in the familiar form of seemingly unrelated regressions
(SUR). Given the (Gaussian) distributional assumption above8 we may




If the elements of the matrix Z were observable, we would have a
standard SVAR which we discussed in the preceding sections.
The special circumstances of this problem, require us to "estimate"
the elements of the matrix Z in the process of estimating the unknown
parameters. This impels us to effect two important changes. The model
should be reparametrized so that we operate with its reduced from
yt. = xt.dU-1 + zt.C2Vrx + et.H-\ (22)
In turn this induces the reparametrization Aj — nA^II"1 , j = 1, 2 , . . . , m ,
IIt = II*!!"1, i = 1,2, . . . , n , and the redefinition of the error process
8
 As we shall see, when we deal with the limiting distribution aspects of this problem,
the normality assumption is superfluous; it only provides the motive for the function to
be extremized in order to obtain parameter estimators. The limiting distribution results
continue to hold under the assumption that the error process {et. : t G A/+} is an MD
sequence.
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ut. = et.H 1, so that
{ut. : t G A/+} is i.i.d. with mean zero, covariance matrix 0 = II ~1II""1.
Thus, the reparametrized model in terms of which we shall operate is given
by
., or Y = £ y - ^ + £ U.jAj + U. (23)
Remark 4. Note that this reparametrization does not affect the "causal"
properties of the system. In particular, we have
o = |ir(L)| = |n||n(i)|, o = \A-(L)\ = \A(L)\,
so that the characteristic roots of the (two) polynomial operators before and
after reparametrization are the same, where Tl(L) = X ?^=i nt-L*, A(L) =
For this problem, it is more convenient to adopt a somewhat different ori-
entation than is implicit in the discussion of SVAR. To do so, we introduce
the operator rvec(-), which is defined by
rvec(U) = ( W I . , U 2 . , . . . , W T ) ,
where U{. is the ith row of U. Note that for any matrix M
rvec(M)' = vec(Af'). (24)
To adapt our exposition to this notational framework, return to Eq. (21)
and note the following, with F_z = LlY, U-j = VU \
vec(tf') = u ~ N{0, IT ® 0) , (25)
where 17 = IT ~1II~1. In this notational framework we may write the
Lagrangian (constrained LF) as
Sr(II, A) = -|ln(27r) + |ln|nn'| - ±u(IT ® n^u + \'(r - R/3), (26)
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it being understood that
n m
u = vec{U') = y- X)(Z/Y ® /,)*-,- - £ ( W <g> Iq)a3
i=\
TTi = v e c ( I I - ) , a j = vec(A'j), 2 = 1 , 2 , . . . , n , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , m . ( 2 7 )
Remark 5. A byproduct of this reparametrization is that it preserves the
unity of the argument vis-a-vis the SVAR model.
Redefining C\ and C2 in terms of the matrices Hi and A3- , respetively,
instead of II, and A*- earlier, we note that
w = y - vec(C[x') = vec(U' + C'2Z'), or
m n
= y - Y,{LlY ® Iq)in = u + 53(Z^"I7 <8> Iq)a3. (28)
It turns out that the rightmost member of the equation above plays a
very important role in our discussion, and for this reason certain alterna-
tive representations are extremely useful. We list them below with a brief
explanation of their derivation.
U + ZC2 = U J
vec[U' + C'2Z'] = (ITq + A*)u, A , = £(7W ® A'/)
vec[U' + C'2Z'] = u + f^{LjU ® Iq)ah (29)
3=1
where ./V = (ntJ) is T x T, such that ntJ = 1 if i = j + 1, and zero
otherwise.9 The first representation in Eq. (30) follows from the definition
9
 In effect, N is a matrix with zeros everywhere, except for its first sub-diagonal,
all of whose elements are unity. Notice that powers of the matrix TV obey Ns =
(nij) > with nij = 1 > if i = j + s , and zero otherwise. In particular, 7VT = 0 . A
matrix, M , is said to be nilpotent, if some power of it is null; the smallest integer v
such that Mv = 0, is said to be the index of nilpotency. Thus, the matrix of the
text, iV , is nilpotent with index T .
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of Z and C2 . The second representation follows immediately if we note
that the rows of U + ZC2 are given by
t-i
U + ZC2 = ( u 4 . + E t i t - i . A j ) , if t < n
t_,-.Ai), if * > n . (30)
If one writes these in one long row, one obtains u - f u A , , where A+ is a
T(? x Tq block matrix, whose s,j blocks obey
Am(8ij) = A i , f o r s + i = j , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n , (31)
and zero otherwise. It is then evident that /I* = Z^j=1(AP ® A^), since
the latter indicates a block matrix whose first sub-diagonal blocks consist
of Ax, and more generally the j t h sub-diagonal blocks consist of A-,
j = 1,2, . . . n , and all other blocks are null. Note further that the last
equation set in Eq. (30) exhibits vec(C2Z ) in terms of the vectors cij ,
while the penultimate equation exhibits the latter in terms of the vector
u. We shall find both representations quite useful in our discussion.
Return now to Eq. (29) and note that we may write it is as
w = y - 2^(LlY <g> Iq)iri = Au, A = (ITq + A*). (32)
Since A is, evidently, nonsingular we have
u = A"1^. (33)
Treating this as a transformation from u, which contains unobservables,
to w which does not, and noting that the Jacobian of this transformation
is unity, we may rewrite the Lagrangian of Eq. (26) as
5T(n,A) = -^l ^ ^
(34)
which is an alternative form of the LF containing only observables. The
first order conditions are,10 with (3 = vec(II):
10
 W e r e m i n d t h e r e a d e r o f o u r c o n v e n t i o n : i f r / i s m x l , x i s n x l , A is m x n
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dsT
= 0, r = l , 2 , . . . , n
^ = (r - i W ' = 0. (35)
From Eqs. (32) and (33) we find
| l = ->4-1(L'y<8)/g). (36)
To find the derivative of u with respect to ar, we note that the former is a
nonlinear function of the latter; from Eq. (33) u = w — A*u , which enables
us to obtain the first component of the derivative in the first part of Eq.
(37); from the first set of Eq. (27), we obtain the second component, (of
the first part of Eq. (37)), so that the derivative we seek is given by the
second part of Eq. (37) below.
riii fin riii
j?- = -A^-(LrU®Iq), or ^- = -A-\LrU®Iq). (37)
Eqs. (36) and (37) give the novel aspects of the normal equations of the
ML problem, beyond those examined in the SVAR context. Unfortunately,
these equations are not entirely expressed in terms of observables, are
highly nonlinear in the parameters of interest, and may only be solved by
iteration. The non-observable entities, viz. the elements of LrU, may
be "estimated" given an initial consistent estimator (ICE) of the matrices
Aj , l i t , as u — A~1(y — YAL\{L1Y ® Iq)^i) • The solution of the system
then proceeds by iteration, and the ML estimator is simply the converging
iterate.
5.1 Solution by Iteration
We now set up the iteration procedure. Define
Q = V<g>/,, V = (VU 2
and y — Ax , then
dx






(LU,L2U,...,LnU), <y = (Trl,a)',0 = (i',f3',\f)'
(TT1? TT2, . . . , 7rm) , a = (a l5 a 2 , . . . , an) , /^  = vec(ll)
5 K
y — Qf, and thus I -^- I = — A~lQ,
























We note that the entity (remainder) Rmd in the first equation set below is given
which may be shown to converge to zero, at least in probability. Thus, in subsequent
discussion this remainder will be dropped.
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Thus, we may use the approximation
The iteration used to solve the estimation problem employs the Newton-
Raphson procedure which is basically a procedure that relies on the mean
value expansion
where 9 is an ICE of 9 and \9* —9\ < \9—9\. Using the representations and
approximations above, the iteration procedure, at the kth step, consists of
the equations
" ?(*-„) . (43)
Noting that the iteration scheme requires the computation of the elements
of (J, some of which are not observable, return to Eqs. (32), (33),
and write
n m
t-j.Aj, t = 1,2,..., X1, or u = A~1w.
More specifically, given an initial consistent estimator (ICE) of C,, say
Ci;, 2 = 1,2, we may "predict" or estimate the u's sequentially, in view
of the initial conditions us. = 0 for s < p. Computing a few recursively,
we find, with Wt. = yt- — xt.C\,
U1, — W\., U2- = W2. — Ul-A-i,
or, more generally, for t = 1,2,... T,
t-i
ut. = wt. — ^2 Ut-i-Ai, t < n
t=i
m
- &t- ~ ^Ut-j.Xj, t > n. (44)
3=1
To complete the estimation problem we need to produce an initial consis-
tent estimator (ICE) for 9.
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5.1.1 An Initial Consistent Estimator
If one is dealing with the typical macro model that is derived on the basis
of rational expectations, the error is seldom more complex than an MA(l)
process. Thus, if n is small we can easily obtain ICE through instru-
mental variables, using lagged dependent variables as instruments. This
will provide us with ICE for the AR parameter matrices. Obtaining the
residuals as
the ICE for the MA parameter matrices may be obtained from the regres-
, ~(0) ~(0) r • 1 o
sion of ut.' on u\_j., tor j = 1,2,..., n .
Thus, in the most likely applications of this paper, the problem of ICE
is rather simply resolved.
If the model is more complex, and if a large number of observations
are available, we obseve that if we have an ICE for the parameter matrices
of the standard MARMA(m, n) model, i.e. the parameters 7 in the
discussion above, we can easily obtain an estimator for II, by decomposing
the inverse of the matrix Ct = U U/T, as we did in the case of the SVAR
model discussed at an earlier section. Thus we need only produce an initial
consistent estimator for 7 .
To that end, we may use the procedure for obtaining ICE for the pa-
rameters of the standard ("causal") MARMA(m,n) model as described
in Dhrymes (1997), pp. 75-77, of which we give an outline below for com-
pleteness of exposition.
Because the system is stable we may write the process as
00
Xt-1. = 52Xt-j.Dj + ut., (45)
where ut. has mean zero and covariance matrix fi = II ~1II~1. Even
though this is a MMA(oo) representation, in effect, relatively few of the
coefficient matrices Dj will be appreciably different from null matrices,
depending on the size of the characteristic roots of the polynomial \Iq -f
ni-z+n22:2H |-IIm2m| = 0. In Brockwell and Davis (1988), a procedure is
given for obtaining consistent estimators for the parameters of a MMA(p),
for known p; this procedure is also applicable to the case where p = 00,
when coupled with a consistent rule of parsimony, such as, e.g., the Akaike
or Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion, Dhrymes (1997), pp. 88-95.
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The procedure to be employed below is also known as the innovations
algorithm.
To obtain ICE we proceed as follows: with a set of observations {Xt. :
t = 1,2, . . .T 1 } , construct the innovations St. = Xt. — Pt-i(Xt), where
Pt-i(Xt.) is the best linear predictor of Xt., given the previous observa-
tions. It may be shown that
|| S t . - u t . H^O.
Obtain estimates of the autocovariance matrices of lag r
K(r) = ^f,X't+r.Xt., T = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , T - 1 . (46)
1
 t=l
Choose k = o(Tl'z), and obtain recursively
c k t k - . v , = k(k - s ) - S
Vs+1 = K(0) - £ Ck-MC'^, 5 = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , A : - l , (47)
i=i
with initial conditions Vo = K{0). Given that, we obtain Ci fi, Vi etc.
Moreover, we note that
plimC*tr = £>r, r = l , 2 , . . . . (48)
r-^oo
Put
Dr = Ck,r, r = 1,2,..., A:, k > max(m,n). (49)
Since Il(L)D(L) = ^4(Zr), equating coefficients of like powers of L on both
sides, we find
mAs
As = Ds -
Ds = ^2BiDs-i, s>max(m,rz), (50)
t = i
which completes the derivation of ICE, since from (a subset of) the second
equation set above we determine the ICE of the AR coefficient matrices,
and inserting in the first we obtain the ICE of the MA coefficient matrices.
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5.1.2 Limiting Distribution
To derive the limiting distribution of the ML estimator 9, which is the
converging iterate of the procedure examined above, we employ again the
mean value representation
• ( * • ) — 9°), or equivalently(^1(0)) _n
i de {V)) - u
^-*°> = - p i ^ J ] ^ l ^ ( r ) J ' (51)
where \9* — 9°\ < \9 — 9°\. Since 9 is consistent, it may be shown that
89d9yi ' O9d9y '




o = / „ (53)
j=o
where the Fj are q x q, and easily derivable from the Aj by the process
of finding the inverse of block triangular matrices. Hence















Thus, we need only establish the limiting distribution of the rightmost
vector in the second equation set of Eq. (51).
From Eq. (54) we observe that the limit of the Hessian is block diag-
onal; thus, the limiting distribution of 7 , depends only on the subvector
(dST/d'f)(9o), while the limiting distribution of the (/3 , A ) depends only
on the remaining elements of the vector (dST/dO)(00), so that the limiting
distribution of (/? , A ) is precisely the same as determined in the case of
the SVAR; consequently, we need not rederive it in any detail.
To derive the limiting distribution of the vector y/Ttf — 7°), we note
from Eq. (38) that
( ? T ) ^ ^ v ( 5 5 )
where
D = Q'A'-^IT ® n-1)
3=0
Dt = £&_;. QFjSl-1), V = K ) , (56)
j=o
so that the Dt, t = 1,2,..., T, are each (n + m)q x q matrices. Define the
stochastic basis {Qt : Qt — &(us.,s < t),t > 0} , with QQ = (0,<S), where S
is the sample space, and note that the sequence {(DtUt^Qt) : t G A/+} is a
square integrable martingale difference (MD) since Dtut. is &-measurable,
E\Dtut.\ < 00 , and




 t=\ J t=l \j=0 ) \i=0
by Proposition 21, p. 337 in Dhrymes (1989)
^ ) , (58)
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provided the u -sequence obeys a Lindeberg condition.12 We further note
that
± £ DtQD't = ±D(IT <8> ft)D' = ^Q'A'-^IT (8> Q-^A^Q £ #*,
1
 t=\ 1 -1
which shows that #* = $ , as the latter is determined in the second equa-
tion set of Eq. (54). Thus we conclude that
V ^ T - T 0 ) ^ A^O,*"1). (59)
To examine the limiting distribution of the remaining parameters, put 8 =
(/9 , A ) we note that
(60)
This is so since under the null, the derivative dSj/dX is the zero vector. A
comparison with Eq. (16) and the surrounding discussion, shows that this
is precisely the same random vector as the one we dealt with in the SVAR
context. We therefore conclude that in the SMARM A context as well,
the same identification conditions hold and the same limiting distribution
prevails, viz.
Vf(^^°) -iiV(0,$), (61)
where $ is as defined in Eqs. (19) and (20). We may summarize the
discussion of this section in
Proposition 10. Let the causal structural MARMA(m,n) model be
given by Um(L)X't. = A*(L)et., where |IT(;z)| = 0, and \A*{z)\ = 0 both
have roots outside the unit circle. Reparametrize the specification so that
U*(L) is replaced by 11(2,), with II; = njll"1 , A*(L) is replaced by
A(L), with Aj = I I^ I I" 1 , and et. is replaced by ut. = e*.!!"1. If the
error process is also normal, the likelihood function is given by
L(U, A) = --ln(27r) - -ln|Iffl'| - -W'A'-^IT <g> ( n n ' ) - 1 ) ^ - V
C* £J &
12
 This condition will be satisfied automatically if u\. is a Gaussian sequence; if not
the condition must be asserted independently or be implied by a stronger condition.
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where it; is as defined in terms of observables in Eq. (32), which is to be
maximized subject to the condition R{3 = r, where R is k x q2, of rank
k < q2 . The following statements are true:
i. Proposition 1 remains valid.
ii. Given an initial consistent estimator (ICE), the ML estimator is found
by iteration, as given in Eq. (43), the converging iterate is the ML es-
timator and it converges at least in probability to the true parameter
0° , as the latter is defined in Eq. (38);
iii. its limiting distribution is decomposable, i.e. the limiting distribution
of the MA and AR (reduced form) parameters obey
VT(7 - 7°) -^ ^(O,*" 1 ) , $ = p l i m ^ O ' A ' - ^ / r ® Cl'^A^Q,
where Q and A are as defined in Eqs. (38), (32), respectively;
iv. the limiting distribution of the feedback parameters and Lagrange
multipliers is independent of the distribution in iii and obeys
where # is as defined in Eq. (20);
iii. all previous results remain valid even if the error process is a martingale-
difference obeying
sup E\ut.\2+T1 < oo, for 7] > 0,
t
Cov (ut.) = fl > 0; the estimator 0 maximizing the "LF" function
above is then a "pseudo" ML estimator.
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